CARPETED WORK MAT

Thank you for choosing this fine product from GRIOT’S GARAGE. Your CARPETED WORK MAT is simple to assemble and suitable for all types of flooring. Enjoy the best.

USEFUL INFORMATION

Each 2’ x 2’ work mat connects using a unique interlocking design, much like a puzzle piece. This allows fast and easy installation. The CARPETED WORK MAT comes in three configurations: corner, border and center pieces. The corners have a finished straight edge on two joining sides with a rounded 2” radius corner and interlocking connectors on the two opposite sides. The border sections have a finished straight edge on one side with interlocking connectors on three sides. The centers have interlocking connectors on all four sides. Together, these different sections allow you to mix and match the CARPETED WORK MAT to create many different configurations to match your floor plan.

If needed, you may trim the CARPETED WORK MAT with a sharp box knife. Use a metal straight edge and cut with the carpeted side facing up. To make a smooth finished edge, cut down with a little bit of a bevel towards the inside of the mat. This keeps the foam padding under the carpet from showing past the edge. Remember, if cutting the CARPETED WORK MAT, measure twice and cut once.

If you are placing the CARPETED WORK MAT on a smooth or painted surface you may notice some movement. You can use double-sided carpet tape, available at any hardware store or home center, to secure the mat to the floor.

DISCLAIMER

GRIOT’S GARAGE is not responsible for any misuse of the CARPETED WORK MAT for any injury or damage incurred to any person or object related to the CARPETED WORK MAT.

ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS

Should you want to order more CARPETED WORK MATs, or for a complete selection of quality GRIOT’S GARAGE products please write, use the internet or call us toll-free. Reorder item number 50858 for corner pieces, 50856 for border pieces or 50852 for center pieces.

Have fun in your garage!
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